
Congratulations!

You’ve “chosen” to be the Space Derby Chairperson.  This document should give you a step-by-step guide on running the Space Derby.  As the original Space Derby Chairperson, I’ve had lots of fun watching the boys (both big and small) react to little rubber band-driven rockets “flying” along a piece of fishing line.  There are a couple of pieces of information beyond what is written here that you will need to know.  If you do not know where the Cub Scout Closet is or who the Children’s Ministry contact is, please contact your Cubmaster or Committee Chair and they can get you the information you need.

Hope you have as much fun doing this as I have!

Chris Trout
Space Derby Chairperson (2006-2009)

GUIDELINES

Pack 200 normally schedules Space Derby in November, either the first or second weekend in November.  

Do not interfere with the weekends before and after Thanksgiving as many families will be traveling. 

Space Derby can be held at any time during the year so the instructions below are designed to give you an idea of when planning/scheduling activities should occur in relation to your Space Derby Event.

Space Derby is normally scheduled for 4:00pm on Saturday to allow sports players to participate and still be able to have family suppers.  The event normally takes 1-2 hours, but will depend on the number of participants.

SCHEDULING

Room Schedule (8 weeks before Space Derby)

 E-mail the Children’s Ministry contact to reserve rooms for the Space Derby event.
I would recommend Room 209, Room 305A & B, or Room 310 for the Space Derby event.
For setup, you will need about 50-75 chairs placed in rows on the opposite side of the room from where you plan on setting up the track.



Pack Meeting (approximately 4 weeks before Space Derby)

 Notify the Cubmaster and Webmaster to put the Space Derby Build Night and Space Derby on the Calendar.
Announce details in the upcoming Pack Meeting about Space Derby.



Equipment Check (3 weeks before Space Derby)

 Retrieve the Space Derby tote from the Cub Scout Closet and check for the following equipment:
	6 Rocket Hangars
	2-4 Mechanical Winders
	3-4 extra Propellers
15-20 extra Rubber bands
Sandpaper for Build Night
10 Potato Peelers for Build Night
4 Cloth Napkins to use for rocket stops (to prevent rockets from hitting the Ending A-Frame during racing) for Race Day.
Registration Forms (one for each Rank) for Race Day.
Pens for Race Day.
Painters Tape for Build Night and Race Day










Shopping (2 weeks before Space Derby)

	Go to the Scout Shop 
	Pick up one kit per scout, plus 3-4 kits.

Pick up four 1st Place, four 2nd Place and four 3rd Place Medals for Space Derby.
	Pick up any additional supplies (rubber bands, rocket hangars, propellers, winders) identified in the equipment check.
	Pick up sandpaper (if needed)
Pick up any other supplies that you will need for the Space Derby.



Space Derby Build Night (Tuesday night before the Space Derby)

	Set up one table in the Space Derby Build Night room, but keep all the Potato peelers in a bag.
	Scouts will arrive in groups of 3-5; gather that group of arrivals together and stress how dangerous the peelers can be:
	Potato peelers have two sharp blades.

These blades can easily cut skin (demonstrate on an extra rocket how easily it peels skin).
Always carve away from your body.
No horseplay around the peeling table.
	Make sure that parents stay with their kids around the peeling/sanding table.  Close parental supervision is the biggest deterrent to horseplay.
	Tape the upper and lower halves of the kit together with painters tape and hand out one at a time.
Make sure that each scout gets the rest of the box contents before they leave.
	As each scout prepares to leave, make sure that each scout is given the opportunity to pick up some of the mess that was made.
In the Janitor’s closet, there should be a vacuum.  Use it.

NOTES FOR PARENTS:
	The Propeller needs to have the rounded side towards the rocket.
	The hole in the front needs remain exactly the same size it is.
	DO NOT GLUE the nose assembly in. 
	Rubber bands need to be soaked in Armor All, Wesson Oil, etc overnight.
	Do not remove more than ½ of the wood; it will make the rocket weak.



Space Derby (Saturday afternoon)

Set up (1.5 hours before Registration Start)

	Move the A-Frames into the room.
	Set up the A-Frames about 35-40 feet apart.

Remove the Rocket Hangars from the Space Derby tote and lay them beside the Launching A-Frame.
Begin stringing the wire from the Launching A-Frame to the Ending A-Frame.  Remember to string the Rocket Hangars on as you do each section.
Tie off the lines on each A-Frame. 
Hang the weights from the center two lines in the Ending A-Frame.
Hang the weights from the outside lines in the Launching A-Frame.
If the all of the lines are not taut, add more weight.  They should hum when plucked like a guitar string.
	Place a painter’s tape boundary on the floor about 2 feet away from the A-Frames and the taut lines between the A-Frames.  This is a no-scout zone.   In the past, Rockets have broken and come away from the carriers and the propellers are sharp enough to cut someone when they are wound up.


Registration Desk (10 minutes before Registration Start)

	Find a parent to watch over the Registration Desk.

Lay out Pens and Registration Forms.
	Find a couple of parents for End Line Judges.
	Find 3-4 parents to be Rocket Winders.



Space Derby Rules
As scouts arrive, remind them about the No-Scout Zone outlined by blue painter’s tape.
	Each rocket will have 3 rubber bands, no more, no less.
Each rocket will be wound to 100 turns. Each mechanical winder does a 5:1 ratio; 20 turns with the winder equals 100 hand-wound turns.
Any rocket interfering with another will be allowed a re-race.  If on a second race, the rocket interferes, it will be disqualified.
	Parents doing the rocket winding makes things go MUCH faster.

Race by Rank, starting with the Tigers, then Wolves, and so on.
Place up to 4 rockets on the lines and race each scout’s rocket at least once on each line (if you have less than 4 rockets within a rank, then choose the appropriate number of lanes and race on only those lanes)
	If you have more than 4 rockets, move each rocket one lane down (rocket in 1st lane moves to 2nd lane).  The rocket on the 4th line moves to the table and the 1st rocket on the table moves to the 1st line.  Run as many races as necessary until everyone has a change to race on every line.
	Each 1st place win garners 4 points.  Each 2nd place win garners 2 points. Each 3rd place win garners 1 point.
	The first rocket to the end wins.  If no rocket reaches the end, then the rocket the travels the furthest wins.
	Within a rank, the most total points wins 1st Place, 2nd most wins second and so forth.

In the event of a tie, all participants in the tie race in a sudden death; the winner receives the highest place available; the 2nd place winning the next highest place, and so forth.
If the race is too close to call by the judges’ sight, it is considered a tie and will be re-run.
	Typically, we allow a free race period (with adult supervision) for the last 30 minutes of the event so that grudge matches between ranks can be settled fairly.
	Medals are awarded by rank at the end of the event, calling 3rd place first.


Tear Down (normally takes about 1 hour)
	Put all of the gear back in the tote.
Place the tote and A-Frames back in the gear closet.


Evaluation (2 weeks after Space Derby)
	Determine if any changes need to be made to this document.
Make sure that all receipts have been turned in to the Treasurer.

